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“ I like my house to be all tidy and clean,  
 but I’m allergic to cleaning...”
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Let us make your life easier!
Cyclo Vac central vacuum systems adapt to your needs and lifestyle. For your daily cleaning, 

things become incredibly quick and simple. Clean everything, from the basement to the attic, 

using our high performance vacuum units and our practical and easy to use attachments. 

Choose Cyclo Vac for:

The experience
of over 50 years from the largest central vacu-

um manufacturer in Canada and an extended 

network of professionals.
 

The high performance  
and reliability
of a central vacuum renowned worldwide for 

its durability; its innovative technologies; and 

its exceptional performance, clearly superior 

to that of a portable vacuum. 
 

The ease and speed
of use of a hose that follows you everywhere 

and unique and handy attachments.
 

The fresh air
that our systems offer by capturing dust and 

allergens, without releasing any into ambient air.
 

The quietness
of a unit with unmatched soundproofing. 

“How does a  
central vacuum  
system work?”

A stationary central  
vacuum unit
installed in a secluded location 

(basement, garage, etc.). 

Vacuum inlets
strategically installed throughout  

the house and connected to the 

vacuum unit by a piping system  

hidden within walls and closets. 

A light and  
flexible hose
to which you connect  

the attachment  

of your choice.

Connect your hose  
to an inlet and you’re 
ready to clean!
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A Wise Choice 

Choosing the DataSync technology is taking one step closer  

to responsible energy consumption since it allows you to use  

20% less energy. Also, the power level selection helps prolong  

the motor’s lifespan for maximum durability. 
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“ I want a vacuum cleaner that  
 meets all my cleaning needs.”

“ I don’t want to have to worry  
 about maintenance.”

DataSync: a Technology at the Service of Comfort

With the DataSync speed selector, you will no longer need all your cleaning gear;  

everything is easily done with your central vacuum. 

Simply start your system by pressing the switch on the  

hose handle and select the required speed:

 Speed 1: Curtains and delicate objects

 Speed 2: Furniture and walls

 Speed 3: Hardwood and ceramic floors

 Speed 4: Carpets and rugs

In terms of maintenance, the DataSync technology makes it easier for you. The monitors  

signal the appropriate moment to change the bag or empty the canister of your vacuum unit, 

and even indicate when mechanical maintenance is recommended. All this information  

is available on the front of the unit, as well as on the hose handle, right at your fingertips! 
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“ My family is susceptible to  
 allergies. I want to provide them  
 with a healthy environment.”

Fresh air is essential to our well-being.  

Dust, mold, and several microorganisms 

can cause allergies and even some respi-

ratory disorders; that’s why Cyclo Vac 

developed an unparalleled multiple filtra-

tion system. Our CyclofiltreTM captures 

microscopic particles and has received 

an antimicrobial treatment, which inhibits 

the growth and proliferation of bacteria 

and mold. Our carbon dust filter1, unique 

and exclusive, captures the fine black 

dust produced by the motor, which would 

normally end up in ambient air and be 

deposited on surfaces surrounding the 

vacuum unit. 

With the Cyclo Vac system, everything  

is vacuumed and cleaned properly. Dust, 

microscopic particles and allergens are  

not released into the ambient air, as they 

are by most portable vacuums.

1 Patented
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“ I’m looking for a system that  
 offers flexibility of use.”

This collection offers a wide selection  

of central vacuums with our hybrid filtra-

tion system. These units can therefore 

be used with or without a bag. They are 

chosen for their high versatility of use. 

Here’s how this  
system works:

�•  Use with a bag: the electrostatic filter 

bag imprisons dust and ensures a 

constant suction strength, despite the 

volume of dust inside.

�• Use without a bag: filtration is ensured  

 by a self-cleaning filter capturing micro- 

 scopic particles. 

At Cyclo Vac, there  
is a filtration system  
that perfectly adapts  
to your needs.

This series offers a few central vacuum units 

equipped with disposable bags. These units 

are chosen for their ease of maintenance 

and because there is no contact with dust 

when emptying the canister.

Here’s how this filtration 
system works: 

�•  An electrostatic filter bag imprisons dust 

and ensures constant suction strength;

�•  The CyclofiltreTM, offered with an anti-

microbial treatment, provides additional 

filtration and protection.

Filtration Multiple Filtra
tio
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At Cyclo Vac, we make it a point of honor to offer you more than just a vacuum cleaner,  

but complete systems for a quick clean, so that you can save time and enjoy life! 

Retractable Hose System: Cleaning Simplified

This unique system is a must for the optimal use of your central vacuum. It’s as easy as 

one, two, three!

 1 Pull out
  The hose is hidden inside the piping 

system, behind an inlet. Simply pull out 

the length you need at the moment.

 2 Vacuum
  Connect the attachments of your  

choice to the hose and you’re ready  

to clean any dry mess!

 3 Store
  When you’re done, the hose quickly 

retracts thanks to the suction strength 

of your Cyclo Vac vacuum unit.

 Never again will you need to store your 

hose in a closet and to carry it from one 

inlet to another!

Automatic Dustpan:  
Make Dust Disappear! 

This famous tool is a must in the kitchen  

and bathroom. Just sweep dust and crumbs, 

open the dustpan with the tip of your toe,  

and make them disappear!

“ I want to be able to use my central vacuum daily  
 to quickly clean little messes.”
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Electric  
hoses also 
available

Premium Quality Hoses

We offer superior quality hoses, which are sturdy and, above all, pleasant to use. 

Ergonomic 360-degree swivel handle with soft touch grip.

Air flow control [A] to manually increase or decrease air flow.

Integrated switch [B] to start and turn off the unit.

Our electric hoses are equipped with two switches [C]:  

one for the vacuum unit and another for the electric powerhead.

Meet Wally, Your New Butler

Discrete and very handy, the WallyFlex auxi-

liary hose is an essential tool to quickly clean 

the dryer lint filter, vacuum kibbles that have 

fallen out of the dog’s bowl, efficiently remove 

hair around the bathroom sink, and much 

more! You simply can’t do without! 

“ I want to be able to use my central vacuum daily  
 to quickly clean little messes.”

“ You simply  
 can’t do without! ”
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Those Little Extras That  
Will Help You Daily

With our numerous high quality attachments, 

clean everything thoroughly, floor to ceiling! 

There is an attachment for every need.

 
Deco Vac Vacuum Inlet: 
the Final Touch 

Elegant, affordable and guaranteed  

for life, the Deco Vac superior quality inlet 

perfectly harmonizes with your decor.  

It is available in a wide array of colors  

and finishes.

Inlets for every decor
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“ There is an attachment for every need.”



 Simple & accessible

The automatic dustpan is a must  
for the kitchen.

What’s handier than a flexible hose 
that automatically stores itself?

The vacuum inlets  
are strategically placed. 

The WallyFlex: the ideal tool  
for a quick clean.
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“ There is an attachment for every need.”
Did you know that a central vacuum system can 
be installed in a new house, but also in any type 

of existing home? You may request the services of 
our certified specialists, or do it yourself with the 

help of our complete installation kits!



 Cyclo Vac  
 Central Vacuums: 
 Make Your Choice!

Technical Data 95 115 135

Water lift (H2O) 128.1” • 3254 mm 128.1” • 3254 mm 143.1” • 3634 mm

Airwatts 560 AW 560 AW 650 AW

Air flow 120 CFM • 204 CMH 120 CFM • 204 CMH 130 CFM • 221 CMH

Decibels 55 dB 55 dB 56 dB

MAX amps 12 A 12 A 15 A

Voltage 120 V 120 V 120 V

Number of motors 1 1 1

Turbines per motor 2 2 2

Cleaning surface† Up to 3 500 sq. ft. Up to 3 500 sq. ft. Up to 5 000 sq. ft.

Available series GS H HX GS H HX GS H HX

Features Bag capacity Canister capacity Carbon dust  
filter1

H Series               (hybrid filtration) 4.5-5 gal US 4-5.3 gal US ✔

HX Series              (hybrid filtration & DataSync technology) 5 gal US 5.3 gal US ✔

GS Series               (with bag) 3.6 gal US2 n/a
Filtration Multiple Filtra

tio
n

Compact  
performance
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1 Patented. Not available on 215 & 615 models.  2 Except GS135 (5 gal US).  † For informational purposes only. Always consult your central vacuum specialist for appropriate sized unit. 

Top Line



215 315 615 715 2015 7515
In series In parallel

138” • 3505 mm 128” • 3251 mm 138.1” • 3508 mm 157.1” • 3991 mm 160” • 4064 mm 230” 
5842 mm

137” 
3480 mm

600 AW 605 AW 700 AW 655 AW 625 AW 1254 AW

125 CFM • 213 CMH 131 CFM • 223 CMH 138 CFM • 234 CMH 112 CFM • 191 CMH 105 CFM • 179 CMH 145 CFM 
247 CMH

248 CFM 
422 CMH

55 dB 67 dB 58 dB 65 dB 69 dB 73 dB 71 dB

14 A 14 A 14.5 A 14.6 A 14.5 A 14 A

120 V 120 V 120 V 120 V 120 V 240 V

1 1 1 1 2 2

2 2 2 3 2 2

Up to 6 000 sq. ft. Up to 6 000 sq. ft. Up to 7 000 sq. ft. Up to 8 000 sq. ft. 10 000 sq. ft. and up 20 000 sq. ft. and up

GS H HX GS H HX GS H HX GS H HX GS H HX

 Antimicrobial   
filter

Automatic stop Slow start DataSync  
technology Warranty3 - parts Warranty3  

labor

10 years✦ 5 years

✔ ✔ ✔ 15 years* 5 years

✔ 10 years✦ 5 years

Visit one of our many authorized dealers for a specific study of your needs. 
Find your local dealer online at cyclovac.us.

Recommended for the retractable hose High performance,  
without compromise

The most popular for 
single-family homes
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* Or up to 750 hours of use; for domestic use only. Commercial warranty: 500 hours. ✦ Warranty for domestic use only. Commercial warranty: 90 days. 3 See details in store or online.   

GS H HX



We Work for You

Cyclo Vac is committed to offering you durable high quality products;  

quiet, efficient and innovative units that will offer you a healthy environment;  

and systems that will save you time and simplify your life, everyday. Because after 

all, less time cleaning means more time for yourself and for your loved ones! 

Eco-Responsibility

Conscientious of the environment, our manufacturing processes exceed  

environmental standards and our units’ components are mainly recyclable.  

We also offer a green filtration system, proof of our commitment. 

Close to You, Wherever You Are 

Cyclo Vac, it’s also an extended network of dealers and service centers. Wherever 

you are, our Cyclo Vac professionals will be able to cater to all your needs.

Incredible Warranties* for Your Peace of Mind

Cyclo Vac guarantees your complete satisfaction, for one year! We also offer  

a lifetime warranty on our units’ bodies, up to 15 years on motors and electronic 

components, and 3 years on our attachments. Your mind can be at peace  

during all those years!

Head Office
3 rue Marcel-Ayotte

Blainville (Quebec)  J7C 5L7  Canada

T 450 970.2675  //  1 888 CYCLOVAC

F 450 434.6111  //  1 888 232.9485

info@cyclovac.com

Distribution Center | USA
1568 S.W. Market St.

Lee’s Summit, Missouri  USA  64081

info@cyclovac.com

Distribution Center | Europe
16 rue du Stade, 44170 Treffieux, France

T + 33(0)2 40 51 44 60

F + 33(0)2 40 51 42 24

info@cyclovac.eu 

Your authorized dealer

 The Cyclo Vac 
 Promise

* See warranty details in store or online.
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Cyclo Vac, for life
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